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NONPOSITONE ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS IN R"

W. ALLEGRETTO AND P. O. ODIOBALA

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. We consider the problem of the existence of positive decaying so-

lutions in R" to the nonlinear equation lu = Xf{x, u) where / denotes a

second-order uniformly elliptic operator and f(x, u) is superlinear and sub-

critical with f(x, 0) < 0 . Existence is obtained by Mountain Pass Arguments

and positivity by establishing bounds for u in various Sobolev norms and by

comparison with the case / = -A .

1. Introduction

The theory of elliptic nonpositone problems has received considerable atten-

tion since its inception in the symmetry-breaking considerations of Smoller and

Wasserman in the mid-1980s [19-21]. We recall in particular the papers of Al-

legretto, Nistri, Zecca, Castro, Shivaji, and Brown and the thesis of Unsurangsie

([1], [5-8] and [23]) where existence, nonexistence, and stability are discussed.

If one considers also the more typical positone situation, then a great deal of

work has been done by many mathematicians. A partial list of recent results is

given by the papers of Bahri and Lions [4], Y. Y. Li [12], Rother [18], Lie and
Ni [11], Bahri and Coron [3], P. L. Lions [13], Rabinowitz [17], Coti Zelati and
Rabinowitz [9], and Noussair and Swanson [15]. The interested reader will find

further references in these papers. The prototype equation considered is of the
following type.

Í /" = - £Di(au(x)DjU) = kf{x ,u)     in Í2,

U (heO     onöfi

with / a uniformly elliptic operator in the smooth bounded domain Qcl",

n > 3, and the problem is to obtain conditions for the existence of a positive

solution. What distinguishes nonpositone problems given by ( 1 ) from the more

typical nonlinear equation of the same form is the assumption: f(x, 0) < 0,

f(x, 0) ^ 0. To the best of our knowledge, all of the previous considerations

have dealt with the case of a bounded domain Q. We consider here the case

Q = R", u —► 0 at oo and, thus, must deal with the resulting lack of compact-

ness of the embedding operators between the canonical Sobolev spaces. We shall
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assume that / is superlinear and subcritical at oo , consequently the existence

of a solution u will follow by Mountain Pass arguments as in the positone case

[2, 23]. For completeness and convenience in later proofs, we first briefly sketch
how this is done. We next consider the question of showing the positivity of u

and observe that we cannot use the Maximum Principle directly to guarantee

u > 0. Instead we replace this with estimates on various norms of u in various

subsets of Q and with arguments based on the special case a,; = S¡j, that is,
for I = -A. Theorems on Green's functions of Stampacchia [22] and Littman,
Stampacchia, and Weinberger [14] are then recalled to deal with the general

case. Illustrative examples conclude the paper.

2. Assumptions and preliminary results

We assume for simplicity that au e C,^a(R"), / e C£C(R"+1), and that the

symmetric matrix (a,;) satisfies al < (a¡j(x)) < bl for some positive constants
a, a , b. The letters C, K, H denote generic constants whose value may

change within the same proof, unless otherwise specified.

We recall the space E defined in [2] as the completion of Cfi°(Rn) under

the norm

||M||2= f \Vu\2 + au2dx

with a = (l + |x|2)  ' and further recall the observation that ||w||o~IMI/ where

||m||2 = {lu ,u) as a consequence of Hardy's Inequality.

We next observe that we may always write f(x, t) = g(x, t) + f(x, 0) and

take, without loss of generality, g(x, t) = 0 if t < 0. As mentioned earlier,

we deal with the subcritical case; specifically, we assume that:

(I) \g(x, t)\ < Mx)ts, \f(x,0)\ < /oW, with />0,/0e iLnr,
/(*,0)<o, /ie^ni»(B»), Ks<*%, Po = -

0~

[2/i-(i+7)(n-2)] •

Here L2_, denotes the L2 space with weight er-1.

Further assumptions on / will be made below. We observe, however, that

assumptions (3), (4) on / given in [2] do not hold here, due to the nonpositone
nature of /. On the other hand, we are concerned only with positive solutions

for A small and not for every X as was the case in [2].

We let: G(u) = JvF(x, u), F(x, u) = ßf{x,C)di, J(u) = i||M||2 -
XG(u) for u e E and recall:

Lemma 0. (a) Sobolev's Inequality:  ||«||(2«)/(«-2) < c|j\7w||2 holds in E.

(b) If u e E, then u+ and u~ e E.
(c) G and J are weakly lower semicontinuous with G'(u)(<p) - JK„f(x, u)<p .

(d) G' is continuous and compact from E to E.

The explicit proof of these statements may be found, for example, in [2].

The weak solutions u of ( 1 ) in E may thus be described as the critical points
of /, and we finally recall for such solutions:

Lemma 1. (a) u e Lp{Rn), {2n)/{n ~2)<p<oo.

(b) limw_ooM = 0.

Once again the proofs given in [2] still hold.
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3. Existence

We first show that (1) has a solution and estimate its norm. Let us express

F(x, u) = Fi(x, u) + Fi{x, u) with

F\(x,u)=l   g(x,t)dt    and    F2{x, u) = f(x, 0)u.
Jo

We now assume that

(II) F\{x, ato) > 0 for some constant a0 > 0 and x in some open set Í20

and that for p. = s + 1 we have p.F\ [x, t) < tg(x, t) for x e R",
?>0.

Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions (I), (II) on f, problem (1) has for X

small a solution u e E such that

KX-l«s-l)<\\u\\i<HX-l/(s-l),

for some constants K, H independent of u.

Proof. The proof is an adaptation of ideas from [2] and [23] and basically is

an application of the Mountain Pass Theorem [16]. We first observe that the

PS condition is satisfied. Indeed, assume {um} is a sequence with {J(um)}

bounded and J'{um) —► 0. In view of Lemma 0(a)-(d) and [16] it suffices to

show that ||ww||/ is bounded, and to see this, we observe:

J'{Um){u~)=  -   I    Y,aij(Uñ)'(um)j-¿       (g{x , Um)u~ + f(x , 0)u^)
Jr» Jr»

=  -     /    £ao(Mm)<("m)y+V(*>0)wm
UR»

since g(x, £) = 0 if £ < 0. We conclude that

\\u-\\j < -J'{um)(u-) + c\\u-\\i,

whence {«"} is bounded. Next,

J'{um)(,u+m)= /   ^a,7(«+),(«+),-A / (g(x,um)w++/(x,0)w+).
JR" JR"

However,

K>J{um) = ^k-X f [F(x,um) + f(x,0)um],
1 JRn

whence

^--XÍ FÁx,u-J<K
L Jr»

since {u~} is bounded and f(x, 0) < 0. Hence

II"mil/2      x  j    g(X , K+)M+   <k
2 Jr» ß

that is,

^ + kj'(um)(u+J - \\u+J2] + y f f{x, 0)«+ < K
L M ß Jr»
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and since ß > 2,

\K\\j-Co\\u+m\\i<CdK + \J'(um)(u+m)\]

for some constants Q, C\. We conclude {w+} is bounded, and therefore so

is {um}.

Next,

J(u) = ^-x[ F1(x,u)-x[ f(x,0)u
¿ Jr» Jr»

- [ f\u\s+l-XÍ f(x,0)u
1 Jr» Jr»

>da   -
s +

X
^^WuWj-y^cwuW^-XKWuW,

^Wuh-j^CMV-XK

for some constants C, K. Choosing X small then shows that J(u) > a > 0

for ||w||/ = 1.
Finally, we recall F\ (x, arj) > 0 in Qrj and choose any function 0 < œ e

C0°°(Qo) • Consider

i2ll<y|l2        f f
J(tœ)=    "   M/ -XI   Fi(x,tco)-Xt      f{x,0)co.

¿ Jr» Jr»

As in [2] and elsewhere, we observe that in supp(w), Fi(x, t) > t^ax - a2 for

some constants a\, a2 , whence, since co e Cq° , we obtain

í2llíy|l2 í f
J{ta)<-^--X     [{t(JoYa{ - a2] - Xt      f(x,0)œ

2 Jíio Jr»

<íM_tfai+1(í+i)a2

for some constants a\, a2.   We conclude immediately that J(tto) < 0 for

all t large and the existence of a critical point of /—that is, of a solution of
(1)—follows by the Mountain Pass Theorem for all small A > 0.

Finally, for this solution we have

Ml/ = A / [g(x, u)u + f{x, 0)w] < A / [/i \u\s+ ' + /(jc, 0)w]
jr" Jr»

<m\fi\\w\\u\\?l + \\f(x,0)\\Li\\u\\i].

From this inequality and the observation that ||w||/ must be bounded away

from zero since J{u) is , it immediately follows that ||w||/ > ATA-1/^-1'. Also,

let co e Cq° be as above. We note:

-r-{tœ) = t\\œ\\j - X [ g(x, tco)co - X [ f{x,0)œ.
at jRn Jr»

But since on supp(w), t^a\ - a2 < F\(x, t) < j¡g{x, t), we have, for some

constants, a, ß , y, and t > 1 , that

^-{tw) < ta - Xt^~xß + Xy.



(depending on co)   ^f < 0. On the other hand, as shown earlier,

,2
J{tco)< -WcoWJ-Wax+Xit+l)^,.
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We recall that ß = s + 1. Hence if t > CiA_1/(i_1), then for A small enough
il
di

2

2

that is,

j(tco)<CX-2^-V1^-.

We conclude J(u) < X~2/(-s~l^K by the characterization of the Mountain Pass
Critical Point. Now

J(u)=l^--x[ Fi(x,u)-x[ f(x,0)u,
¿ Jr» Jr»

that is,

¿ Jr» ß Jr»        ß

i.e.,

CA-^-^llMll^-Aallull/,
and we obtain the estimate ||«||/ < 7/A_1/(î_1).

We shall establish the positivity of the solution by means of several lemmas.

We introduce the following assumptions:

(III) f(x,0)ffeLl with ô = {n-2)/[2n-{s+l){n-2)], g{x,t)>0 for
t > 0, /i > 0, and for any ball B there exists ao = a0(B) such that

meas({x|F! (x, a0) = 0} n B) = 0.

Observe that assumption (I) implies, by Holder's Inequality, that f(x, 0)ff e

Li+e for any e > 0. Consequently, this part of assumption (III) is only mod-

estly more restrictive.

Lemma 2. Assume assumptions (I), (II), (III) hold. Then for X, e > 0 sufficiently
small, there exists a ball B and constant C, independent of u such that

meas({x|w > e/fA"1^-1'} nB) > C.

Proof Let S = {x\ \u(x)\ > effX-1'^-^} and observe that S(s+l)=po-l.
Without loss of generality, we may assume f is locally bounded below by a
positive constant. By Theorem 1 we have the estimate

CoA-2^-1' < \\u\\j = X [[g(x, u)u + f(x,0)u] + X f     [g(x, u) + f(x,0)]u
Js Jr»-s

<lf[fi\u\s+i + \f(x,0)\ \u\] + X [     [/i|tt|4+1 + |/(x,0)| \u\]
Js Jr»-s

< CAHI/ilU^llMlir1 + \\f(x, 0)\y ¡{S)\\u\\,]

+ es+lxf     y»A-(*+»/(*-D + e Í     l/^.O)!/!^1"1^-1)
Jr»-s Jr»-s

< C.tll/ilU^A1-^1^-1' + \\f(x, 0)||L2 ̂ l'ms-l)]

+ Ai-(i+i)/(í-i)eS+i||/l||Po5o(R(T) + ^j/(x!o)|/;<5eAl-i/(í-i))
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i.e.,

Co < CdWMmis) + \\f(x, 0)||L2 i{S)V/is-l)]
a    '

+ ei+1ll/.IIIV) + eX^-V\\f(x, 0)ff\\vm.

Choosing A, e sufficiently small, it follows that ||/i||í,^(S) > Co/2 with Co
independent of u. Since f e LPo(M.n) by assumption, we conclude that there

exists a ball B c R" and constant C independent of u, A and such that

meas(5n5)> C/4, and the result follows.
Now let 0 < co e E be such that

lœ=-f(x,0)à-f(X);

we then have

l(u + Xco) = Xg(x, u).

We do recall g(x, i) = 0 if r < 0, whence u + Xco > 0 and, in particular,

M- < Xco. It follows that for e, A small enough, u > e/fA-1/^-1' in Sf)B.

Since /¿.Fi < tg{x, t) implies tg{x, t) > ßF\{x, a0)tßa0~M for t > a0, i.e.,

g(x, i) > ßtsFi(x, ao)a0"'' for x in Sn ß , í > q0 • Therefore,

/(M + Aoj) > XaFx{x, ao)/^-^-1)^

^aF,^,««)^-1^-')^

for A small enough and some a > 0, since /i > 0, bounded below in S n B .

Choose and fix any ball By d B . Note that u + Xco> z where

l(z) = aFx{x, a0)ffsX-l^-%nB     in Bx,

z = 0    on dBi

and hence
inf(« + Xco) —► +oo     as A —»0,
dB

since Fi (x, ao)ffs is nontrivial in 5. Indeed, observe that if G\ denotes the

Green's function for Bx then G\ (x, y) > n > 0 for some n > 0 and any

{x,y)€BxB [22]. It follows that z{x) > 7raA-1/(i-')||Fi(., ao)ffs\\V{SnB),
and we obtain the result.

Lemma 3. There exists a function C(X) such that for \x\ near infinity

(u + Xco)(x)>C(X)j^,

and C{X) -*oo as X -» 0.

Proof. Suppose first that / = -A. Then this is immediate from the three-

sphere theorem, since l(u + Xco) > 0, u + Xco > 0. To deal with the more

general case, we basically repeat some of the arguments in [14] and consider a

nested sequence of balls {B¡} exhausting R" . Let G¡, S¡ denote the Green's

functions associated with / and -A, respectively, with Dirichlet conditions

on dBj. Select a point x, and choose a ball Bo centered at x. Note that

CSi{x, y) < Gj(x, y) < DS¡(x, y) for any y e dB0 and / large enough with
C, D constants independent of /', x, y, and the radius of B0 [22, 14]. It
follows that u(x)+Xco{x) > Ctí(x) where -At,■ = aFx{x, ao)fxSsX~xls~{\SnB ,

t, = 0 on dB¡. Passing to the limit as /-too gives the estimate.
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To conclude the preliminary steps, we need only show thatw < r¿á=i  if

Ico — -fix) for some d. Recall f(x) = f(x, 0) and that the arguments in
Lemma 3 indicate that it suffices to show this for / = -A. To see this, choose

and fix a point xo and denote by co¡ the solution to l(co¡) = -f\Bci(Xa) > co¡ = 0

on dBi(xo) for some small fixed e, and with Br(xo) denoting the sphere of

radius r centered at xo. We then note that co¿ î co pointwise and co¿ -> co

weakly in E, as i —> oo. Let v¡, v represent the analogous functions to

C0i, co with / replaced by -A. Again from the results of [22, 10], we have

(¿>i{xo) < T)Vi(xo), with D independent of xo, i. Passing to the limit, we
obtain co(x0) < Dv(xo).

Consequently assume -Aw = -f(x). We immediately obtain from the Riesz
Potential formula that

f°°    1
co(x) = Tl /    ■—ï\\f\\Limx))dt

Jo    l

and thus require that

/•OO 1

(*) l*r2 /   —
K ' '   '        Jo     ?" T\\J \\V(B,(x)) < C

for |x| large. It is easy to give sufficient conditions on f{x) for this to be the
case.

As a specific example we have:

Lemma4. Assume f e L{ and W^H/H^^-^^^)) < C with p>\, » + } =
1 ; then {*) holds.

Proof. We may write

Jo     -¿¿ZïWfWviB.ixvdt =  J J^\\f\\v(B,(x)) +Jo ^T711/11 L'(B,(x))

= Jl+J2.

Now 7, < C||/||LI(R„)|x|2-" while

r\x\/2     j

h
r\x\i¿    j

=  J -¿¿ZîWJ WO(B,(x))

r\x\/2

<C tl-n+a'9\\f\\^Bllx))
Jo

f \x\\2~n+n/g
< C\\f\\u,{BM/2{x)) Í —J

rivii"/«

< C\\f\\u>{Rn-BM/2(0)) \x\2~n

and the estimate follows.

Theorem 2. Assume f > 0, g(x, t) > 0 if t > 0. Further assume that

f(x, 0) = f(x) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4 and that assumptions (I),
(II), (HI) hold. Then the solution u found in Theorem 1 is positive.
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The proof of Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemmas 1-4.

4. Examples

To illustrate the above results, and motivated by the positone cases considered

in [2], we examine:

-Au = X[g(x)us - h(x)]    in R" ,

limkHoo u = 0«•» {m

with g, h > 0, smooth, bounded n > 2, and 1 < s < ^ .

Corollary 1. Assume gel/0 and \x\h e l?, h € Ll n L°°. Furthermore

assume |^r|"/*||A||i>(Ä"-5|JC|(0)) < C for some p > n/2, and i + I = 1. Then

(4.1) has a positive decaying solution for X small.

Proof. We need only observe that /¡eL'n L°° implies that h e LP for any
p, and in particular we conclude hgs e Ll by Holder's Inequality, as Ô < po.

Finally note that \x\h e L2 and h e V imply h e L2_, and all the conditions

of Theorem 2 hold.
If we further assume g, h are radial functions, i.e., g = g{\x\), h = h(\x\),

then the conditions of Corollary 1 hold immediately if h(\x\) = 0{\x\~b) and
g(\x\) = 0(|x|_a) at infinity, for b > n and [2n - (s + l)(n - 2)] < 2a or,

equivalently,

max{(n + 2- 2a)/(n -2),l}<s<{n + 2)/(n - 2).
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